Audio Recording Exercises
Exercise – Basic Description

• Create at least the following fields (see handouts for details)
  – 245
  – 264
  – 300
  – 336, 337, 338
  – 344
  – 347

Cover of booklet
In all our collective time living in the Virgin Islands, there have only been a few days of bad weather. Unfortunately, they all had names – Hugo, Marilyn, Bertha, etc. Soon after the first day of bad weather in 1989, with the island still lacking electric power, telephone and cable tv service, Don Edwards, Polly Watts, and Fred Watts got together to sing. A gig came onto the horizon and the search for a group name began. With the whole focus of the group being to sing tight harmonies, the name “Harmony Dem” (multiple harmonies in island slang) seemed to fit. With the support of Grizz Skeels, who joined us on bass in 2001, we’ve been singing harmony together for 14 years. We invite you to sing along with us as we celebrate the harmony of life and the cooperative effort of our musical souls.

Don Edwards - guitar, harmonica, congas, lead and harmony vocals
Grizz Skeels - bass
Fred Watts - autoharp, percussion, lead and harmony vocals
Polly Watts - percussion, lead and harmony vocals

Guest Artists
Sid Dem: fiddle on Tracks 2 and 10
Andrew Douglas: steel pan on Track 14

Produced by Island SoundWorks
© 2003 dem music ltd.,
p.o. box 11720, st. thomas, vi 08801
Exercise – Full Description

• Try creating a complete RDA record for this resource
• Authorized access points:
  – Barcelona (Rock group)
  – Fennell, Brian
Barcelona
ABSOLUTES

universalmotown
www.wearebarcelona.com
www.universalmotown.com
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BARCELONA IS:
Brian Fennell (lead vocals, piano, rhodes)
Chris Bristol (guitar, backing vocals)
Rhett Stonelake (drums, backing vocals)
with Brian Eichelberger (bass, string arrangements, vocals)

Produced by: Brian Eichelberger
Recorded by: Brian Eichelberger, Dan Phelps, Luke Vander Pol,
Jared MacFarlane, Chris Kern
Assisted by: Cameron Nicklaus, Kathy Ferrante, Chris Grafmiller, Jackson
Long, Michael Lerner
Recorded at: Avesta Classic, Avesta 2, Soundhouse, Two Sticks Audio,
Wiseman Studios, Brian’s House
Drum Tech: Aaron Mlasko, Kris Rosentrater, Gregg Klipfanger

STRINGS:
violin – Brian Eichelberger, Jared MacFarlane, Candice Clem, Grace Yoo
cello – Beth Eichelberger, Ruth Marshall, Jeriann Harris

HORNS:
trumpet – Chris Bristol, James Wright
trombone – David Fields, Nelson Bell
tuba – Jameson Bratcher
Additional backing vocals: Emily Greenwood
Additional programming: Zach Hodges

All songs written by Brian Fennell
No Big Publishing/Warner-Tamerlane Publishing Corp (BMI)
All songs Mixed by Michael H. Brauer
Tracks 6, 10 and 13 Mixed by Brian Eichelberger
Mastered by Bob Ludwig at Gateway Mastering Studios, Portland, Maine
Management: BJ Olin // management@wearebarcelona.com
Photography (except cover photo): Jordan Butcher // jordanbutcher.com
Cover photo: Joshua Mauldin // joshuamauldin.com

THANK YOU:
Our friends and family
Our manager, BJ Olin
Josh Humiston and everyone at APA
Peter Lewit and Davis, Shapiro, Lewit and Hayes LLP
Sylvia Rhone, Gary Marcella, Andrew Kronfeld, Jill Capone, Tracy Zamot,
Corey Roberts, Billy Zarro, Jay Willson and everyone at Universal Motown Records
Scott Padell @ Padell Business Management
BMI and Warner Chappell Publishing
MySpace.com and MySpace Records
Brett Stair, Jordin Silver, Andrew Harms, Jordan Butcher, Mandi Davis, and
Allyson Firel
Everyone who has opened their lives and homes to us
Everyone who has supported us by coming to shows and buying records
A big thanks to the radio stations that took an early chance on a young band
Thank You
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1. FALLING OUT OF TREES 4:18
2. IT'S ABOUT TIME 3:59
3. LESSER THINGS 4:09
4. COLORS 3:39
5. COME BACK WHEN YOU CAN 3:44
6. GET UP 3:59
7. THE TAKERS 4:32
8. FIRST FLOOR PEOPLE 5:54
9. RESPONSE 3:28
10. FADED 5:08
11. STARS 4:10
12. NUMB 3:21
13. PLEASE DON'T GO 4:35